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Dear Connecticut Bibliophile:
For the spring issue of Connecticut Muse I decided to pull an Oprah Winfrey; I put myself on the cover.
It’s a milestone year for me - the BIG 50 - so why not? It’s hard to believe that it was just ten short
years ago at 40 that I decided to become a writer. Wow, how time flies. And with this issue, CT Muse
celebrates its 8th year in publication! It’s changed a bit over the years, but its focus is still on highlighting the work of Connecticut authors. I’m delighted to report that for the fourth year in a row, CT Muse
has been the recipient of a grant from the Beatrice Fox Auerbach Foundation at the Hartford Foundation
for Public Giving. This grant was made possible, in part, by the Northwest Connecticut Arts Council.
It’s great to know that the publication continues to serve a need in Connecticut’s literary community.
Featured in the spring issue are two reviews by Connecticut bibliophiles written for the upcoming Guide
to Pulitzer Prize Winning Fiction I am creating. David Garnes captures the essence of Willa Cather’s
One of Ours, the 1923 winner, on page 18 and Spring Hermann offers insight into A Thousand Acres,
the 1991 winner, on page 14. “Pondering the Pulitzer” includes some of my own thoughts on the winning works I have most recently read. And I’m happy to report that 70 of the 85 winning works have
been assigned for review (see page 17 for the titles still available). This is an exciting project moving
along at a fast pace! Updates to follow via email…
In addition to these splendid reviews, you’ll want to read Bill William’s review of Good Prose by Tracy
Kidder, Ralph White’s short story, “A Slice of Heaven,” and Laurie Stone’s essay “Driving Lessons.”
Thanks goes out to all the terrific writers who contribute their work to the Muse. Much appreciated!
Until next time, Happy Reading and Happy Spring,

Patricia F. D’Ascoli
___________________________________________________________________________________
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Yards don’t wear wrist watches of course but they knew
better then to take a leak in the jungle after dark so they
kept a bucket handy where they’d relieve themselves.
Most nights it was just like this. Us sitting in the dark
getting wetter and itchier by the minute and them sitting
there like the primitives they were and getting more
primitive the more they had to drink. We often said how
much we’d prefer to exchange places with them. One
guy actually did, but after swallowing a fairly large insect in a bowl of rice wine he said sayonara to the primitive life.

A Slice of Heaven
By Ralph White
An Khe is a hell of a place. It’s only about twenty minutes by chopper from Fire Base Echo but it’s civilized
and safe. They have dusters, quad 50s, 155s, and Cobras
so Charlie hardly ever messes with An Khe. Sorry – we
get so used to talking among ourselves – that would be
recoilless rifles mounted on jeeps, fifty caliber machine
guns mounted on two and a half ton trucks, heavy artillery, and attack helicopters. They have hot showers too,
and bingo on Wednesday nights with the local girls. An
Khe has just about anything anyone could ever want.

On harassment you can’t smoke. You can’t whistle or
even hum. Half the things you do when you don’t even
know you’re doing them, you can’t do out on harassment. Your boots fill up with muddy water and your
flak jacket gets heavier by the minute. You can’t even
fiddle with your weapon because metallic sounds travel.
Our radio has to stay off, too, so we’re totally out of
touch. I never knew one man to complain though because as long as your mind is occupied with itching and
wet socks it means you’re not getting shot at. Our sergeant said the choice between insects or bullets was real
easy.

An Khe has a quartermaster unit too so that’s where we
get our C-rats – canned rations. They send us bottled
water too but we’ve all had diarrhea for so long that
even good water goes through us pretty fast. On the flip
side, Fire Base Echo doesn’t have as many officers to
salute – in fact the commanding officer at Echo is just a
captain. I feel sorry for any unit with a bum captain.
These guys are only three or four years out of college
and they’re all in their first commands. Most of ‘em
don’t know one single thing.

The first sign of trouble was that the number of Yards
had dropped to two or three. The others had just evaporated. Then those last ones got up and waded out into
the rice paddies in the darkness. Yards live in these hooches –that’s their shacks – up on ten foot pilings, and
they have homemade ladders going up to their front
doors, except they don’t have doors, just an opening, like
a doghouse. Our sergeant figured Charlie must have
flanked us so we advanced into the clearing and took up
positions under the hooches. That’s right about when
the shooting started.

We have this one mission we do called “harassment.” It
doesn’t sound like much but it gets at least one of us
killed every month. Harassment means that we go out
beyond the base’s perimeter and kick up a fuss in some
village and see what happens. If Charlie owns the village we get hammered, if he doesn’t, it’s real quiet. We
announce a curfew after, say 8:00 pm and anyone out
after curfew is Charlie. Farmers are all home way before then and the Yards are squatting around their campfires. Sorry, Montaignards, or, as we call ‘em, Mountainyards. They’re the aboriginal people in the Central
Highlands, technically the Hmong. We shoot anyone
out after 8:00. They’re mostly Charlie – basic process of
elimination.

The sergeant turned on the radio and reported hostile fire
to the Captain back at Echo as quietly as he could. We
were cut off from base, Sarge said, and we’d need an
evacuation chopper. “Stand by,” says the Captain. But
standing by wasn’t really an option since Charlie was
closing in real quick and had started lobbing his wicked
little backpack mortars into the far end of the clearing to
herd us back toward the force behind us. It was dark
enough though that he couldn’t see us, so four teams
broke up, with each one going up a ladder into a different Yard hooch. Charlie kept spraying lead at ground
level so we figured he hadn’t seen us. Once he found us
it would only take four grenades to finish all of us off. It
was really just a matter of time. Say what you want but
Charlie ain’t stupid.

This one time we had a reinforced squad out on harassment around this muddy little village. Not even a village
really, just a clearing up in the Central Highlands with
six or seven shelters. Plei Le or Plei Lec; something like
that. These Yards were sitting around drinking homemade rice wine in the glow of a dying fire. We were so
close we could see them spitting out the insects that had
fallen into the fermented mash. They weren’t wearing
anything but penis sheaths, a kind of male thong. Their
wet skin glistened in the firelight. None of us spoke
Yard so we had no idea what they were talking about.
They were pretty loud though, so they must have already
drunk up most of their homebrew.

When the captain came back on the radio we could
hardly hear him for the small arms fire and incoming
mortars. We estimated there were fifty or sixty Charlies
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based on the amount of AK – that’s communist lingo for
carbines. When the grenades stopped we knew they
were closing in on both sides. In a lull in the firing we
heard the Captain say that the Cav – the First Cavalry
Division – that’s the choppers -- had refused the evacuation mission because they’d heard hostile fire on our radio. They don’t go into hot landing zones. The Captain
said he’d even asked some pilots who’d received the
Silver Star on their first tour of duty and they’d refused
too. “Bad risk,” they said. We’d heard of situations like
this. Infantry and Cav operated independently and only
the Two Corps commanding general could order the Cav
to evac us. That could take six hours. We had maybe
forty minutes, max.

crusty, delivered by some warrant officer trying to get
his flying hours up. They were usually fairly new pilots,
just over from stateside, before they could be trusted
with combat missions. They just flew cargo, C-rats,
ammo, turtles, and pizza. Sorry, “turtles” are reinforcements, new guys who walk with their heads lower than
their shoulders, like they’re perpetually dodging bullets.
After a while in-country they straighten up and walk like
men.
The sergeant risked a very brief order to the other hooches. “Hold your fire.” He couldn’t explain any further
because Charlie might be close enough to hear. A minute later we started hearing Vietnamese voices not only
from in front of us but also from behind us. They’d
stopped shooting because having surrounded us they
couldn’t risk shooting themselves. The peace would be
temporary since it would take only about fifteen minutes
for the rest of them to hack their way through the jungle
and organize their units in the clearing. And we’d be
right there with them, watching the show through the
slats in the hooches, outnumbered three to one.

The sergeant tried to get some Cobras – helicopter gunships – to come in and lay down enough fire that we
could retreat on foot but none of the duty pilots were
certified for night ops. Or so they said. We started hearing commands being shouted in Vietnamese as Charlie’s
main force closed in on our position. The hooches
where the other teams were
hiding were as dark and quiet
as ours and those other poor bastards didn’t even have a radio so
they had no way of knowing that
evacuation by air wasn’t viable.
They had no clue how desperate
the situation was.

The first Charlies reach the
clearing and started throwing
wood on the dying fire, but it
was almost out and the flames
needed coaxing. Eventually, the
Charlie commander pointed to
one of the motorbikes and jabbered some orders. Two of
them pushed the motorbike over
to the fire and tipped it over into
the embers. The gasoline leaking out of the tank burst into a huge flash of blue flame,
but it burned out in a minute without doing much good.
Then they tried shoving kindling under the embers but it
caught very slowly since everything was rain soaked.

I couldn’t believe my ears when
I heard the captain order the sergeant to call in five pizzas with
pepperoni and mushroom. At
first we thought the captain had
lost it but the sergeant went wide-eyed and showed a
mouthful of white teeth. Then he changed the frequency
on the radio. “An Khe NCO Club dispatch, this is Sergeant Parsons at Fire Base Echo, over”
“Echo, this is An Khe, you’re loud and clear. You order
– we deliver, over.”

We were close enough that we could have thrown rocks
at them but they still hadn’t searched the Mountainyard
hooches. As the fire glimmered back to life, some of the
Charlies yanked the ladders away and threw them on the
fire. As the night grew still they relaxed and began passing around cigarettes.

“We need five large pizzas, immediately, at the Mountainyard village five clicks to the north-northwest of
Echo. Name of Plei Le or something. These shitfaced
Yards are going to eat us if we don’t get them some pizzas PDQ. Over.”

Every few minutes a scouting party would return to the
clearing to make its report. Our disappearance seemed
to cause some consternation but not much excitement.
They were probably happy enough to avoid a fight. We
figured they figured we’d slipped away somehow. As
the ladder wood caught fire, the number of Charlies
grew and they pulled up stools and began servicing their
weapons by the firelight. They were obviously fixing to
spend the night.

“You got illumination on that LZ? Over.”
“Affirmative. An Khe. When we hear you, we’ll pop
some Willie Pete with green, over.” Willie Pete was
white phosphorous flares, and the green smoke flares
would indicate a safe landing zone. At Echo we’d order
pizzas every now and then and they’d come in hot and
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The sound of an approaching chopper didn’t faze them
at first. America owned the skies and choppers were as
much a part of the jungle environment as parrots or monkeys. Generally we flew around fifteen hundred feet to
be outside the effective range of AKs. And Charlie
knew that pilots’ seats were reinforced with steel, so
even a lucky shot from the ground was unlikely to kill
anyone. But this particular chopper was approaching
right at treetop level, and Charlie began to perk up.

Saturday, September 28, 2013
Ridgefield Writers Conference
"Nothing can be more limiting to the imagination than
only writing about what you know." John Gardner

Sponsored by Word for Words, LLC
Conference location: St. Stephen's Episcopal
Church, North Hall, 351 Main Street, Ridgefield

The sergeant waited until the chopper was nearly overhead and threw three grenades out into the clearing as
fast as he could pull the pins. If Charlie heard them tumbling in around him, he didn’t compute. In five seconds
the closest of them were blown to bits. The rest tumbled
into the jungle or the rice paddies, many without their
weapons. We had maybe a minute before they’d come
swarming back but without their command structure
though, they’d just be firing randomly. The sergeant
popped some Willy-Pete and the clearing became as
bright as a movie set. Body parts littered the ground,
some still twitching.

Morning and Afternoon Workshop Tracks
For a full listing, visit Ridgefield Writers Conference:
Chris Belden: The Art and Science of Writing Fiction
Pete Nelson: Creative Nonfiction and the Writing Life:
How to and How Not To
Joanne Hudson: Dramatic Writing for Stage and Screen
Steve Otfinoski: Writing for the Young Adult Market
Carol Ann Davis: From the Blank Page: Writing and
Revising Poetry
General Information: Conference registration includes
continental breakfast, keynote address, morning and
afternoon workshop sessions, morning and afternoon
publishing and media panels, agent consideration, postconference networking session and evening readings
with guest authors.

The chopper came in nice and slow and flared for a landing – there’s really no prettier sight. The smoke from
the green flares swirled in the rotor wash and pulsed into
the jungle. With the ladders removed from the hooches
we had to jump the ten feet to the ground. Most of us
reached the chopper as soon as the skids touched. This
gawky private without even a helmet on held out the five
boxes of pizzas stacked on top of one another. The
chopper’s fifty caliber machine gun hung unmanned on
its mounts. The kid looked surprised when instead of
offloading the pizzas we pushed him back into the cargo
bay. There are only enough seats for about ten passengers in a slick, a UH1chopper, but it’s rated for a lot
more, which we proved that night. The Sergeant put on
a communication helmet and told the pilot, “Change of
plan. Mind dropping us off back at Firebase Echo?”

Registration: The conference is geared to dedicated
emerging, aspiring and established writers. Please send
a one-page sample of your best work in the chosen
genre. Conference participation is limited.
Agent Queries: Literary agents are part of the morning
and afternoon publishing and media panels. Agents will
consider a one-paragraph synopsis of the participant's
submission, including email address, accompanied by a
self-addressed envelope from the submitter. The conference organizers will provide the synopses and envelopes to the agents after the conference.

A slick struggling for altitude with a double complement
of passengers makes an easy target, and we must have
showed up nicely in the light of the flares, but the guys
at the open bays on both sides emptied their magazines
into the clearing to spoil Charlie’s aim. It seemed an
awfully long time before we got up over the trees and
into the safety of darkness. A roll call showed all present and no casualties.

Payment Due on Acceptance:
The payment options are as follows:
$125.00 Early bird registration — due June 1
$150.00 Regular registration — due August 1
Refunds for valid reasons are 70% up to August 15.
Visit www.adeleannesi.com/Ridgefield-WritersConference.html
Send registration:
Via email: a.annesi@sbcglobal.net
Via mail: Word for Words, LLC, 12 Abbott Avenue,
Ridgefield, CT 06877

The non-commissioned officer’s club at An Khe makes a
damn fine pizza and we devoured all of them before we
got back to Fire Base Echo. We saved a couple slices
for the Captain though – he’s a pretty good guy.

For questions, contact Adele Annesi at Word for Words,
LLC, at a.annesi@sbcglobal.net, or 203.894.1908
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New Releases
All You Could Ask For
William Morrow
Mike Greenberg

Sinatra and Me: The Very
Good Years
Tantor Media
Toni Consiglio as told to
Frank Douskey
Consiglio, a friend from
Frank Sinatra's New Jersey
boyhood, was present during
the star's formative years in
his career. Before his death in 2008, he shared with
Douskey intimate details of Sinatra's rise to fame,
during which he accompanied the performer to
nightclubs, Las Vegas casinos, and meanderings
through the Hollywood scene.

A tender and insightful story
of friendship and love, heartbreak and renewal, played
out in the lives of three unforgettable women – happily married Brooke,
newlywed Samantha, and high-powered career
woman Katherine.

Food Lovers’ Guide to
Connecticut
GPP Travel
Patricia Brooks

Seduction
Atria Books
MJ Rose

The ultimate guide to
the food scene in Connecticut providing the
inside scoop on the best
places to find, enjoy, and celebrate local culinary
offerings.

A grieving woman discovers
the lost journal of novelist
Victor Hugo, awakening a
mystery that spans centuries in
this intricately plotted and atmospheric tale of suspense with a spellbinding
ghost story at its heart.

Death in the Baltic
Palgrave Macmillan
Cathryn J. Prince

The Story Until Now: A
Great Big Book of Stories
Wesleyan U Press
Kit Reed

The worst maritime disaster
ever occurred during World
War II, when more than
9,000 German civilians
drowned. It went unreported.
Draws on interviews with
survivors, as well as the letters and diaries of those
who perished and weaves these personal narratives
into a broader story.

A new collection that brings
together thirty-four of her
strong, original stories, from
early classics like "The Wait"
and "Winter" to six never-before-collected short
stories, including "The Legend of Troop 13" and
"Wherein We Enter the Museum."
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New Releases
Sometimes Just One is Right
Abbeville Kids
Gayle Byrne and Mary
Haverfield

The Hide and Seek
Muse: Annotations of
Contemporary Poetry
Drunken Boat Media
Lisa Russ Spaar

A likeable young narrator
explores the perks and pitA collection of memorafalls of being an only child
ble micro-essays on some of America’s finest poets
and realizes that having a household full of brothers and the relevance of poetry in contemporary life.
and sisters is not always as fun as it seems.

Doggin’ Connecticut
Cruden Bay Books
Doug Gelbert

Kiss of the She-Devil
Pinnacle
M. William Phelps

Selects the 57 best places to
take your dog for an outing in
the Nutmeg State and ranks
them according to criteria including the variety of hikes
available, opportunities for canine swimming and pleasure of the walks. The rankings include a mix of parks that feature long walks
and parks that contain short walks.

Recounts the compelling reallife drama of a twisted love triangle that ended in bloody murder, and the riveting investigation that brought to light a master manipulator's trail of deadly deceit.

“for Mischief done”
Andres and Blanton
Jan Schenk Grosskopf

The Shared Wisdom of
Mothers and Daughters
Alexandra Stoddard
William Morrow

A gruesome discovery and
the arrest of a child ignite a
crisis of confidence in postRevolutionary New London,
Delivers lessons about love
Connecticut. As the summer
and happiness that have been
of 1786 unfolds, an investishared and learned by countgation exposes the contradictions in the young nation's hard-won liberty, forcing the town to consider less generations of mothers and their daughters.
the fate of people of color.
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Literary Events
April
April 25 at 7:00 Gina Barreca at RJ Julia, 468 Boston
Post Road, Madison.

April 7 at 2:00 Karen Romano Young will at Byrd's
Books, 213 Byrd Avenue, Bethel to celebrate her newest
book, Stuck in the Middle (of Middle School).

April 25 at 7:00 Cathryn Prince discusses her new book
Death in the Baltic: The WWII Sinking of the Wilhelm
Gustloff at C.H. Booth Library, Newtown.

April 9 at 12:00 Luncheon with Hallie Ephron at Bank
Square Books. Ticket for the luncheon is $26 and includes a first edition hard cover copy of the book. 53
West Main Street, Mystic.
April 9 at 7:00 Mike Greenberg will discuss his debut
novel All You Could Ask For at RJ Julia, 468 Boston Post
Road, Madison. Visit www.rjjulia.com for info.

May
May 4 at 1:00 Polly Brody will read with other poets who
were published in the current issue of CADUCEUS at
Yale Bookstore (Barnes and Nobel) 77 Broadway, New
Haven.

April 12 Best-selling author and Norwich native Wally
Lamb will be at the Lyme Public Library to kick off a series of concerts, lectures, plays, readings and presentations in celebration of the Lyme Public Library’s 100th
anniversary.

May 4 two sessions, MFA-graduate thesis readings and
dedication of the Hartman Poetry Collection at Southern
April 16 Teresa M. Norris will be the featured author at
CT State University: Engleman Hall D253, New Haven.
the Alzheimer's Education Conference at the Crown Plaza Contact Tim Parrish, parrisht1@southernct.edu, 203-392Hotel, 100 Berlin Rd, Cromwell.
6745.
April 17 at 7:00 Sunken Garden Poetry event features
three festival/anthology poets reading their poems "in the
round" – a lively, semi-improvisational format – followed
by a Q&A-style discussion. RJ Julia, 468 Boston Post
Road, Madison.

May 6 at 7:30 Cathryn Prince at Westport Public Library,
Westport.

April 17 at 6:30 Alphone Avitabile, Emeritus Professor
of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, will be sharing his
expertise at a lecture and book signing the Silas Bronson
Library, 267 Grand Street, Waterbury.

May 23 at 7:00 MJ Rose will discuss her new novel,
Seduction at RJ Julia, 468 Boston Post Road, Madison.

May 13 at 6:00 Cathryn Prince at Wilton Public Library,
Wilton.

April 21 at 3:00 Gayle Byrne, children’s librarian and
author of Sometimes Just One is Just Right will discuss
her new book at Killingworth Library.

June
June 2 at 11:00 Cathryn Prince at Hickory Stick Bookstore, Washington Depot.

April 23 at 7:00 Time, Space, and Poetry, A Garnet
Poems Talk/Reading featuring Dennis Barone, Kent
Memorial Library, 83 Mountain Road, Suffield.

June 13 at 7:00 Cathryn Prince at Ridgefield Public
Library,
Ridgefield.
April 23 at 8:00 reading by fiction writer Elise Blackwell
and poet Randall Horton at Southern CT State University:
June 15 from 3 to 5 Booksigning - Carole Shmurak and
Engleman Hall D253, New Haven.
Ed Ifkovic, Books and Boos, 514 Westchester Road,
April 23 at 7:00 Eileen Kaplan, author of Laughter is the Colchester.
Breast Medicine, a motivational speaker and humorist, a
bilateral breast cancer and mastectomy “thriver,” will be
featured at the Killingworth Library.
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Literary Events
Wallingford Mystery Group:
The Fine Art of Murder with Carole Shmurak

Programs at Wisdom House Retreat and
Conference Center, Litchfield

April 3, 3 pm - Discussion of Five Red Herrings by
Dorothy L. Sayers. snowdate 4/4
May 1, 3 pm - Discussion of The Flanders Panel by
Arturo Perez-Reverte.
June 5, 3 pm - Discussion of Nobody’s Perfect by
Donald Westlake.
Wallingford Public Library, 200 N Main St,
Wallingford, CT (203) 265-6754

The Transforming Power of American Music Presented by Marguerite Mullee.
Saturday, May 4, 9:30 AM – 3:00 PM.
Soul, rock, civil rights songs and contemporary music
have shaken world views, questioned the status quo and
transformed the American Spirit. This program will examine the times and the music of the people by using audio, video and the participant’s own voices. Fee: $40
(includes lunch) Bring a friend for $25 payable at registration.

***********************************************

Letter by Letter and the Spaces Between –
Presented by Davyne Verstandig,
Saturday, June 1, 9:30 AM – 3 PM.

Simsbury Mystery Group:
Specialists in Murder with Carole Shmurak
April 8, noon - Discussion of The Second Opinion by
Michael Palmer.
May 13, noon - Discussion of Vanish by Tess Gerritsen.
Simsbury Public Library, 725 Hopmeadow Street,
Simsbury, CT (860) 658-7663

All writing begins with just one letter on the page. Discover your mind is the ink. Write - and the thinking will
follow! For all those interested in a writing life. Fee: $40
includes lunch. Each participant may bring a friend for a
fee of $25 payable at registration.
For further info call Wisdom House at: (860)-567-3163,
email: programs@wisdomhouse.org or
visit:www.wisdomhouse.org/program/calendar.html.

***********************************************

NEW MYSTERY BOOK DISCUSSION SERIES
at Prosser Public Library
One Tunxis Avenue, Bloomfield

*************************************
Riverlight Wellness Center presents a
spring writing conference

Calling all fans of (or those curious about) author Rex
Stout and his genius detective, Nero Wolfe! Join Nero
Wolfe enthusiast Marilyn Schaffer to begin discussing all
72 of the Rex Stout books and novellas.

Travel and Transformation:
The Art and Craft of Travel Writing
April 26-27, 2013
Riverlight Wellness Center
107 Wilcox Road, Stonington

The May 14th discussion will focus on the first book
Fer-de-Lance, originally published in 1934. The group
will meet on a regular basis as long as there is interest and
will read each book in the order in which it was originally With Lavinia Spalding, author and editor Best
published. The second book, The League of Frightened Women’s Travel Writing and Rolf Potts, visiting facMen (1935) will be discussed on Tuesday, June 25. Dis- ulty at Yale and author: Marco Polo Didn’t Go There
cussion leader, Dr. Marilyn Schaffer is professor emerita
at the University of Hartford and has presented programs
Space is limited, register early.
at the library on ancient jewelry and her trip to Iran in
travelandtransformation@gmail.com
2009. Readers are welcome to attend all or some of the
860-245-3632
discussions. Please register so the library can obtain copies of the book for all participants, 860-243-9721.

www.riverlightcenter.com
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A new children’s book from
Frances Gilbert and
Ben Quesnel

SUNKEN GARDEN
POETRY FESTIVAL 2013

“Today the teacher changed our
seats by how we are alike. He
calls it grouping and says it’s
math, but I think it is unfriendly and I don’t like it!”

June 12 Connecticut Young Poets Day
TRACY K. SMITH, winner of the 2012 Pulitzer
Prize Young winners of 8 CT poetry programs.
Music by the Artists Collective’s Jackie McLean
Youth Jazz Ensemble

In this poignant story a little
girl feels she doesn’t belong in
any group. It takes a good
friend and an understanding
teacher to make her feel comfortable.

June 26
PHILIP SCHULTZ, winner of the 2008 Pulitzer Prize
Music by Covert Jazz - vibrant all-star collective

July 10

The energetic and expressive
illustrations and rhythmic text
carry the story along.

CAROLYN FORCHE - Award-winning Poet of
Witness, Human Rights Advocate
Music by Jim Mercik & Abu Alvin Carter Sr. - jazz,
folk and Afro-Caribbean

Suitable for pre-school and
early elementary grades.
Available from Amazon, or ask
for it in your local independent
bookstore.

July 24
RICHARD BLANCO – Inaugural poet for President
Obama
Music by Martin Hayes - Irish fiddler extraordinaire

August 7
BILLY COLLINS - United States Poet Laureate
2001–2003
Music by Indra - mesmerizing jazz trio

Festival Workshop June 24 - June 26
NEW YORK WRITERS STUDIO with PHILIP
SCHULTZ. Philip Schultz will lead a three-day
workshop at Hill-Stead, culminating with his reading.
Phil has been teaching creative writing for nearly 40
years. He founded The Writers Studio in 1987 after
spending four years as the director of New York
University’s graduate creative writing program.
www.writerstudio.com $350/person.
Limited to 35 participants.

More details at: www.sunkengardenpoetry.org
HILL-STEAD MUSEUM, a National Historic Landmark, is an architectural treasure with world-class
Impressionist paintings situated on 152 panoramic
acres in Farmington, Connecticut.
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are revealing. For years he would labor endlessly on the
first sentence of an article. He once stayed up all night
working on at least 100 revisions of the opening sentence.
He later realized that a better approach is to race through a
first draft, and then begin the patient practice of rewriting,
which involves much cutting, revising and adding. He
usually writes 10 or more complete drafts and takes about
three years to research and write a book.

Good Prose: The Art of Nonfiction
by Tracy Kidder and Richard Todd
Reviewed by Bill Williams
Tracy Kidder is one of today’s best-known non-fiction
authors, having written books such as Among Schoolchildren, Mountains Beyond Mountains and The Soul of a
New Machine, which won the Pulitzer Prize.

Good Prose is a tribute to Kidder and Todd’s enviable
author-editor relationship, which began four decades ago
when Kidder was 27 and Todd was 32. Todd says they
have never exchanged an angry word, although they have
sometimes disagreed about style and substance. Todd advises editors never to rewrite. That chore should be left to
the writer.

Co-author Richard Todd spent most of his career at The
Atlantic Monthly magazine, where he edited Kidder’s
magazine articles and books.
Together they have now written a gem of a book that deserves a place on the bookshelf of every writer and would
-be writer. Reading Good Prose is like taking a refresher
course on what constitutes effective writing, starting with
the opening lines of an essay or book.

Todd gives Kidder ideas for new books and articles. Early
on he suggested that his young colleague write about computers.

“Some writers,” they say, “… seem to resist clarity, even
to write confusingly on purpose.” Others try “to dazzle
with style or to bombard with information” at the beginning of a piece.

“I took Todd’s suggestion because just then I couldn’t
think of anything else to look into,” Kidder tells us. The
result was the surprising best-seller The Soul of a New
Machine.

“You can’t tell it all at once,” the authors say. “A lot of
the art of beginnings is deciding what to withhold until
later, or never to say at all. Take one thing at a time.”

Most of Good Prose is a joint effort. Occasionally, one or
the other will give his perspective, set apart in italics.
Kidder and Todd describe the tension authors feel between
wanting to produce literature versus the desire to make
money. They note that 80 percent of published books lose
money.

Kidder and Todd explore weighty issues such as accuracy,
objectivity, and facts vs. truth. They caution that
“complete accuracy is unattainable” because witnesses
have different memories of exactly what happened. Stories
shaped by writers “are always, at best, partial versions of
reality, and thus objectivity is a myth.”

“Of course a writer writes for money,” they say, “but only
a blockhead writes only for money.”

Small facts can obscure a larger truth. When Kidder was
researching “Among Schoolchildren,” he witnessed a
scene in which a skilled teacher momentarily lost her
temper in front of the class. Kidder wanted to include the
episode in the book, but after talking it over with Todd,
both realized that it would have given readers a false impression of the teacher, so it was deleted.

At the start of his writing career, Kidder tried his hand at
fiction. After a tour of duty during the Vietnam War, he
returned home and wrote a novel about his experience.
No one would publish it, so he changed direction. He
spent 15 years, off and on, writing a memoir about Vietnam. Finally, that book was published in 2005 as My
Detachment: A Memoir.

The authors chide memoir writers who “quote pages of
talk that was uttered decades back,” as if they have photographic memories. Authors should acknowledge up front
that they are recreating scenes as best they can, even if the
quoted words are only approximations of what was said.

If nothing else, Kidder’s determination and persistence
ought to inspire disconsolate writers who may have received rejection slips.

Kidder and Todd list problematic styles the new vernacular (LOL, OMG), institutionalese and clichés (“tip of the
iceberg”), always keeping in mind that the goal of a nonfiction writer should be “clear and vigorous prose.”
Kidder’s frank musings about his writing life and habits

Bill Williams is a free-lance writer in West Hartford, and
a former editorial writer for The Hartford Courant. He is
a member of the National Book Critics Circle and can be
reached at billwaw@comcast.net.
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POETRY AT EAST HILL WRITERS'
WORKSHOP

Creative Writing Workshops at
WESTPORT WRITERS’ WORKSHOP

Six Sundays, 7-9 pm:
April 7, 14, 21 & 28; May 5 & 26
Announcing four new workshops for absolute
beginners! If you've felt intimidated about joining
a craft-oriented workshop due to lack of experience, we've made it easier for you to take the gentle
plunge.

This 6-week workshop offers participants critiques
within a community of writers. Bring in one poem or
revision each week. Critiques include discussion of relevant craft issues and publishing options. Instructor
Chivas Sandage is the author of Hidden Drive (Antrim
House, 2012) and she holds an MFA in Writing from
Vermont College of Fine Arts. Where: East Hill Writers’
Workshop, 59 East Hill Road, Canton. Cost: $260.

WORKSHOP SERIES

Method of payment: Check to East Hill Writers @ PO
Box 1008, 59 East Hill Rd., Canton, CT 06019, or PayPal.

INTRODUCTION TO CREATIVE WRITING
with Valerie Ann Leff; 6 Tuesdays, 10 am to 12:30
pm. Begins April 23.

For further information:
860 559-8051 or 413 627-9565
or info@easthillwriters.com
www.easthillwriters.com

INTRODUCTION TO MEMOIR/PERSONAL
ESSAY WRITING with Jessica Bram;
8 Thursdays, 7 to 9 pm. Begins April 25.

ONE TIME WORKSHOPS
WRITING FOR CHILDREN for the Absolute
Beginner with Christine Pakkala; Saturday April
27, 9 am to 12 noon.

One Foot in
Heaven:
Memoirs of
Middle School
Teacher
James Howson

MYSTERY WRITING 101 with Jessica Speart;
Saturday, July 13, 9 a.m. to 12 noon.

Register at www.westportwritersworkshop.com
Or call (203)227-3250 or email
info@westportwritersworkshop.com

Lumina Publishing

OPEN MIC NIGHT
April 22, 2013 from 7:30 - 9 pm
After almost 40 years of teaching English at
Rochambeau Middle School in Southbury, Jim
Howson has some advice for parents: Middle
school is like a kidney stone. It too will pass.

All genres are welcome, including fiction, memoir, and
poetry. Read a selection of your work to an audience of
your peers and other interested listeners. Or just come to
listen and be inspired.

This memoir/guide offers parents some sense
of what goes on in their children' lives by
painting an accurate picture of middle school.

The cost is $5 per person or free for WWW members.
Come enjoy free coffee or tea, cookies, and fellowship. Friends and family members are welcome.

3 Sylvan Road South, Westport, CT
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Will we need to get out our Cliff Notes to appreciate the
trials of our narrator Ginny and her sisters? Fear not. For
although the kingdom bounded by those thousand acres
does resemble that of Lear, and the theme of holding onto
one’s masculine pride and power in old age is explored in
both, that’s about where the revision ends. Whereas
Shakespeare never used a spokesman, Smiley has given us
no one to believe completely in her book
other than her narrator Ginny. Everyone else
has a dark hidden past, an ulterior motive, a
shifting outlook on the future which they hope
to secure for themselves.

A Thousand Acres
Review by Spring Hermann

A Thousand Acres, written by Jane Smiley in the late
1980s, was published to acclaim in 1991, winning the
National Book Critics Circle Award and the
Pulitzer Prize. A holder of a Doctorate in Literature, and author of six previous works of
fiction, Smiley knew her way around the contemporary novel. As she was raised in St.
Louis, Missouri and educated in Iowa City,
Iowa, Smiley was also confident she could
write about the Midwestern farm and the struggles of its residents.

Ginny Cook is admittedly no saint. She admits that she hides further attempts at child
bearing from her husband, gives in to an attack of lust for her neighbor Jess, and finds
her repressed anger at her parents (a deeply
abusive father and a mother who looked the
other way) driving her to consider poisoning
Rose, who has survived the same abuse herself. And Shakespeare portrays the youngest
sister as an innocent, always loving and forgiving Lear,
her death becoming a sacrifice to injustice in the world.
Caroline Cook can afford to be loving and forgiving, getting the attention from her father she has always desired,
because apparently she was the one never brutally victimized at his hands. The final disintegration of the Cook
family bears little resemblance to that of Lear’s. Smiley’s
book is truly a 20th-century American tragedy reflecting
the excessive hubris of the independent farmer, [or businessman or politician] which often resulted in his financial
and personal downfall. Each of the book’s major characters eventually die or estrange themselves from the family
in a search for new identity. They will enjoy no rosy sunsets over the Cook’s thousand acres.

Still, we stand in amazement almost 25 years
later to see the immense literary task Smiley
set out for herself. At first look, the novel
takes us into the point of view of Ginny Cook,
a farm girl of Zebulon County, Iowa. As a
child of eight in 1951, Ginny was certain that their 1000acre farm was “the center of the universe.” In her introduction, Ginny mentions her sister Rose, “whom I
adored,” and the baby Caroline born that year, and her
prosperous farmer father, whose name she does not reveal.
At this age, Ginny is secure in the rhythms and natural
cycles of their farm and their lives. Soon after this, things
would start to change for them all.
The story jumps forward to Ginny’s adult role as a farm
wife to Ty, and her sister Rose’s life with husband Pete,
all of whom work the large acreage. Caroline is a city
lawyer, distant from the concerns of the farm. Rose is raising two girls and has survived a mastectomy. Ginny’s own
problems include at least five miscarriages which have
caused stress between her and Ty. We also meet the
neighboring farm family of Harold Clark, his son Loren,
and youngest son Jess, who makes a surprise return after
fleeing the draft 13 years previous. Yet nothing shocks
the Cooks like their father Larry’s announcement that he
is going to incorporate the farm and hand out equal shares
to his daughters and their husbands. This will keep the
farm in the family, safe from inheritance taxes. Ginny and
Rose tell their father the plan sounds good. But Caroline
the attorney is reluctant. How can this possibly work?

Smiley’s attempt to create a special world out of the farmers and the small town residents upon which they depend
is quite successful. She reminds the reader of Dreiser or
even those late 19th century British authors Eliot, Dickens, and Hardy who needed a village to tell their tales.
One of Smiley’s themes is the demise of the rural kingdom in the age of conglomerates. Another theme is that of
the emergence of the American woman, once the keeper
of the darkest, ugliest family secrets, now able to have a
voice and a therapist to help her spit them out. Finally, the
theme of poison, whether it is emotional through abuse,
hatred or greed, or literal in the form of fouled water, runs
through the Cook family from beginning to end. Few
American authors could utilize these themes as naturally
or as well.

We are not even twenty pages into the novel, when we
pause. Have we met this story before? Can Smiley be
attempting the almost impossible recasting of The Tragedy of King Lear, one of Shakespeare’s most complex and
bloody plays? How well do we remember the details of
that ancient ruler of a British kingdom and his power
struggles with his three daughters and their husbands?

Smiley’s book has endured through its quarter-century of
life better than many American families have done. The
book never leaves the defined realm of Ginny’s own sen14

sibilities. This is a woman for whom producing well
ironed curtains and a good hot cup of coffee should mean
one can expect respect. Yet the book takes us deep and
wide in its questions. Rose asks Ginny how their community can so revere their father as a great man and excellent
farmer, when they know he is a drinker who beats and
abuses them in secret. How can the world not see the
truth? And how can the two of them not rise above it?

DRIVING LESSONS
by Laurie Stone
I swallow hard, trying to work up courage. My car sits in
the garage and I take the passenger side, feeling like I’m
climbing onto an unsafe carnival ride. I make sure my seat
belt is fastened and look to my son who’s driving. I try
for a confident nod. “Okay, let’s do it.” Patrick clumsily
puts the gear shift in Reverse. The car jumps. Off we go,
backing out too fast. The first “slow down” comes out of
my mouth.

This novel offers no easy answers. None of the great novels do. A Thousand Acres deserved its prize, and will
hopefully remain in print for another 25 years, as the
American rural landscape and its troubled residents continue to evolve.

Three weeks ago Patrick received his Learner’s Permit.
Although he’s not as bad as at the very beginning, I’m still
ready for a nervous breakdown. A year ago I rejoiced
when he didn’t show much interest. He was young and
immature and I was happy to postpone his getting behind
the wheel. But then he grew taller and thinner and whiskers appeared on his chin and cheeks. And one by one, his
friends acquired that ultimate status symbol for high
school boys – car keys hanging from their belt loop. One
day Patrick announced he was ready to get his license.

************************************

Today we leave our driveway. Patrick pulls onto our
windy Connecticut road. Already I’m on full alert. A jogger’s coming up on the right. A car’s coming toward us.
The road’s narrow. We’ll all meet at the same time. Patrick’s going too fast. “Slow down,” I repeat like a mantra.
“Slow down, SLOW down, slow DOWN.” Finally we all
get by each other. I take a deep breath. A few moments
later we head down a steep hill when I notice Patrick’s
foot on the gas. I stomp an imaginary brake, this time
screaming “SLOW DOWN!” as we sail through a blessedly-empty intersection. We’ve barely begun and I’m
sweating, my heart’s pounding.

Connecticut Center for the Book
Launch Event
April 19 from 2:00 to 3:30
Old Judiciary Room
Connecticut State Capitol, Hartford
Join us and special guest the Honorable John B.
Larson (D-1st District) to celebrate the launch of
the new Connecticut Center for the Book at Connecticut Humanities. You'll hear about some of our
exciting new plans for the coming year, including
World Book Night, a poetry contest for teens called
Connecticut River of Words, author visits and
more.

Patrick’s taking Driver’s Ed classes, but the instructors are
maddeningly slow getting to the meat of this course –
driving. Instead it’s all about how many car lengths you
should be from the vehicle ahead, how far to park from a
curb and whether to take u-turns in residential sections,
important details, but things most kids will forget the moment they receive their license.

Plus, hear a panel discussion on the past, present
and future of the book with Dr. Kerry Driscoll, professor of English at University of Saint Joseph, former Poet Laureate of Connecticut Marilyn Nelson
and Connecticut State Librarian Kendall Wiggin.
The event wraps up with spoken word presentations by members of the First Congressional Youth
Cabinet, a group of high school students chosen by
Congressman Larson to advise him on policy.

Going around a curve, Patrick gets too close to a stone
wall and I flinch. He notices my nervousness and clears
his throat. “Andrew’s Mom let him drive her to Massachusetts last weekend.” I roll my eyes, thinking good for
her. I already feel deflated, knowing I’m the worst teacher
in the world, which is ironic since I thought I’d be good. I
thought I’d be like my father who was calm and reassuring. And God knows he had his challenges. “Laurie, stop
checking your hair in the rear view mirror,” he had to keep
telling me. My husband’s also a good teacher, but travels

This event is free and open to all.
Please RSVP to (860.685.7599)
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a lot. So this task which requires confidence and steeliness is left to the most skittish.

I hand over the keys and in that moment, realize I passed a
test myself. Teaching my son never came easy. I never
relaxed. We never made it to the Mass Turnpike, but
maybe bravery’s relative. One woman’s no-brainer is another’s trial by fire. I watch with pride as Patrick attaches
the keys to his belt loop.

We come to the main road with cars whizzing in each direction. I start cuing Patrick, but worry I’m confusing
him. I think of that scene in “Gone with the Wind” when
Rhett Butler covers the horse’s head as he and Scarlett
escape Atlanta. “You’ll like this better if you don’t see
anything,” he says to the frightened animal. After making
sure all is clear, I close my eyes, feeling the car pull out.
In a second I open them and we’re on the main road.

Hill-Stead Museum Announces Winner of the
2013 Sunken Garden Poetry Prize National Chapbook Competition - Mary Jo Firth Gillett of Pleasant Ridge, MI for her manuscript “Dance Like a
Flame.” The winner, whose manuscript was selected from 106 entries, will give an introductory
reading at the Sunken Garden Poetry Festival on
July 10. This year’s judge was Patricia Smith,
poet, teacher, performance artist and author. Ms.
Smith is winner of the Carl Sandburg Literary
Award, four-time individual champion on the National Poetry Slam, and a Cave Canem faculty
member.

We travel along but I’m a cauldron of worries. If Patrick
moves too close to the yellow line, I picture us hurtling
into oncoming traffic. If he moves too much to the right,
I picture us wrapped around a tree. I know I’m cuing too
much, throwing too many directions at him – slow down,
speed up, watch the mailbox, dog on the side, lady walking -- but can’t help it. I need to feel in control, even
though I’m not. I take a deep breath, seeing the weeks and
months ahead like so many steep hills.
We arrive at the drug store where Patrick takes a few
passes getting into one of the spaces. While he’s inside, I
think of Andrew’s calm, competent mother. She let her
son drive on highways? I can barely handle a two-mile
outing and I do that for one reason. Practice will make my
son safer. In order to learn, he must do it again and again.
He has to learn the rules of the road. And that leads me to
another problem. My son’s sweet and trusting. Not everyone plays by the rules. People whiz through red lights,
tailgate, and drive drunk. How will I protect him?

LITCHFIELD COUNTY WRITERS
PROJECT PRESENTS
HARVEY HUBBELL
Wednesday, April 24 6:30pm-8:00pm

That afternoon we make it home in one piece. And over
the next few months Patrick and I go out several times a
week. Then a strange thing happens. Either because of
me or in spite of me, Patrick starts to learn to drive, not
great, not perfect, but not bad either. My hands stop shaking when I hand him the keys. I don’t need an airsickness
bag when he takes me to the coffee shop. As we continue
our outings, I notice something else. The more I try to
control him, cue him when to pull out and slow down, the
worse he does. The more I work to stay quiet, to let him
use his own intuition, the more he trusts himself.

Emmy award-winning filmmaker Harvey Hubbell
will discuss the making of Dislecksia: The Movie and
host a panel as part of UConn Torrington Litchfield
County Writers Project's spring series, and is free and
open to the public. Dislecksia: The Movie is a comic
documentary on the often misunderstood subject of
dyslexia. Its mission is to create public awareness by
demonstrating what dyslexia is – not a sign of stupidity as so many believe, but a need to learn in a different way. It helps parents, educators, and communities
to learn how to identify those at risk for dyslexia, understand the vast impact when dyslexia goes untreated, and help dyslexics themselves recognize that
they have the potential to learn successfully, but that
they have to learn in a different way. The event will
be held at the Nancy Marine Studio Theatre, Warner
Theatre, Torrington. A reception will follow the
event. For further information about the event or to
be added to our email list, email lcwp@uconn.edu or
call 860-626-6802.

Three months pass and Patrick receives his license. That
night we decide to celebrate by picking up pizza. Out of
habit I have keys in hand, ready to go. “I’ll do it,” he
says. I look out the window. It’s October and will be
dark soon. It’s rush hour. My son has never driven by
himself. That’s when I look at his hopeful face and realize
I’ve done my best. I’ve given him professional lessons,
plus my own neurotic, angst-ridden instruction. The rest
is up to him.
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Ruminations on Reading
writer choose to set his or her novel in the
distant past? Is this always motivated by
contemporary concerns? Literary analysis
must, of course, take this into consideration,
and it will be interesting to see if and how I
can answer this question. One novel that
springs to mind as an example is William
Styron’s The Confessions of Nat Turner,
published in 1967 during the height of the
Civil Rights era. It is a first-person narrative
by historical figure Nat Turner based on
The Confessions of Nat Turner: The Leader
of the Late Insurrection in Southampton,
Virginia, a first-hand account of Turner's
confessions published in 1831 by a local
lawyer, Thomas Ruffin Gray. That a southern white man would attempt to get inside
the head of a black slave was met with a backlash from the
African American community (ten black authors wrote
essays criticizing the work, collected in William Styron’s
Nat Turner: Ten Black Writers Respond (1968). What
motivated Styron to write this book at that time? Another
controversial Pulitzer Prize winner published some forty
years earlier was Julia Peterkin’s Scarlet Sister Mary.
Although its setting is not so distant as that of The Confessions, it too happens to coincide with a significant African
American movement - the Harlem Renaissance. Placing
literature in the context of its creation is critical to understanding its significance, and this is what I hope to achieve
in the Guide.

Pondering the Pulitzer
My most recent reading of Pulitzer Prize
winning fiction has taken me from pre-World
War I New York City in Ernest Poole’s His
Family to Nebraska in Willa Cather’s One of
Ours and in Edna Ferber’s So Big. I visited
post Civil War Texas and the Frontier West
in Larry McMurtry’s Lonesome Dove and
spent some time in China by way of Pearl
Buck’s The Good Earth. Anne Tyler’s
Breathing Lessons brought me into 1980’s
Pennsylvania and the Collected Stories of
John Cheever transported me to New York
City and the suburban landscape of post
World War II America. And that’s the true
wonder of reading fiction - it transports us to
other worlds, allowing us to briefly escape the hum-drum
of reality. It’s hard for me to imagine what my life would
be like without books...
I am keeping up a feverish pace in my reading of the
Pulitzers as my Guide to Pulitzer Prize Winning Fiction
develops. When I’m not reading the books, I am soliciting
and editing reviews, and have recently begun the search
for a publisher. While I am firmly resolved to find a home
for this book, I’ve identified a potential stumbling block,
which is this: the book is a bit of a hybrid - not quite academic and not quite mainstream. In other words, it will
appeal to students and scholars of contemporary American
fiction, but it will also be useful to librarians and average
bibliophiles, especially those who are in reading groups.
For a potential publisher, I assume the issue will be how
to market the book properly. As I research potential publishers, I find that the purpose of the book can be modified
accordingly for use in college level American literature/
American studies courses or as a guide for reading groups.
In my role as editor, I am generally shaping the collection
to provide readers with an understanding of how and what
Pulitzer Prize winning fiction reflects about American
culture throughout the history of the prize (1918-2013)
and to explore what themes the winners have in common.
I am doing this decade by decade, describing the cultural
climate of each decade, discussing social issues and considering important historical events during the period. We
can, after all, learn much about our history by reading our
literature, and I am a firm believer in reading and teaching
literature within its historical context.

As of this date, I hoping to find reviewers for the following 15 novels. Those who are interested, please email me
at pfdasc@aol.com:
1990 The Mambo Kings Play Songs of Love
by Oscar Hijuelos
1989 Breathing Lessons by Anne Tyler
1962 The Edge of Sadness by Edwin O'Connor
1961 To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee
1959 The Travels of Jaimie McPheeters
by Robert Lewis Taylor
1955 A Fable by William Faulkner
1951 The Town by Conrad Richter
1949 Guard of Honor by James Gould Cozzens
1944 Journey in the Dark by Martin Flavin
1942 In This Our Life by Ellen Glasgow
1939 The Yearling by Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings
1936 Honey in the Horn by Harold L. Davis
1933 The Store by T. S. Stribling
1931 Years of Grace by Margaret Ayer Barnes
1924 The Able McLaughlins by Margaret Wilson

It may, however, be impossible to interpret how all of the
winning works do, in fact, spring from the historical moment in which they are written. For example, why does a
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of nature; the rewards of hard labor; and a somewhat
naïve, stoic acceptance of life as it is by most of the residents of Franklin County. Claude Wheeler, the protagonist, wants something else and is attracted to the stimulating intellectual life offered at the State University. He
spends time at the home of his classmate Julius Erlich
and revels in the free-wheeling conversations and debates at the home of Julius' German parents. Claude
comes to realize that “...it wasn't American to explain
yourself...On the farm you said you would or you
wouldn't...You weren't supposed to say more—if you
tried to say more, it was because you liked to hear yourself talk.”

One of Ours
Review by David Garnes
Though One of Ours is the work for which Willa Cather
was awarded her only Pulitzer, today it is one of her
lesser-read novels. Death Comes for the Archbishop,
along with O Pioneers!, My Ántonia and Song of the
Lark (her “Prairie Trilogy”) come to mind first in evaluating the Cather oeuvre and in assessing her current
reputation as one of the greatest of American writers.
The relative obscurity of the book may be because readers prefer the more familiar Cather, whose characters
surmount and survive the harsh Western landscapes in
which they struggle. Despite the fact that much of it
takes place in Mid-West Nebraska, One of
Ours is a novel of a long-ago war, its second
half set in 1917 France.

Whatever the frontier might have offered Wheeler's
grandfather and father, it can no longer satisfy Claude's
yearning for something finer than the life he sees around
him. He also does not fit in with his more
successful businessmen brothers, who have
achieved material wealth in a newly emerging America. Nebraska itself has changed,
and as Cather writes, “With prosperity came
a kind of callousness; everybody wanted to
destroy the old things they used to take
pride in.”

Published four years after the end of the
Great War, the book tells the story of Claude
Wheeler, a young man who, although American and “one of ours,” is distinctly not of the
conservative Protestant farmland of his birth.
Unhappy at his mediocre Baptist college,
forced by circumstances to take over his
father's farm, he makes an unfortunate marriage and eventually leaves Lovely Creek for
the battlefields of France. Here, amidst the
camaraderie of his fellow soldiers and the
sense of culture and history—albeit in ruins-surrounding him, Claude finds a degree of happiness and
a certain fulfillment, but at a high cost.

As his sexually unfulfilled and eventually
loveless marriage fails, Claude welcomes
the chance to enlist in the army and escape
to a new life. Cather deliberately portrays
the war in France through the eyes of her
young American hero, who feels he has
found something worthwhile, even heroic,
in the trenches and bloody fighting east of the Somme
and in the Argonne. He meets a soul-mate in David
Gerhardt, a fellow officer and disillusioned violinist.
And in the climactic scenes in the novel, Claude
achieves a kind of spiritual fulfillment in his role as
brave company leader.

Praised by many reviewers, One of Ours was Cather's
biggest seller up to that point and set her up financially
for the rest of her life. The book was also sharply criticized, however, by critics ranging from H. L. Mencken
to Sinclair Lewis and Ernest Hemingway, all of whom
derided the seeming glorification of war and the paucity
of gritty realism in the battlefield scenes.

In some ways, Claude's story may seem to be of an earlier time in terms of the book's reticence concerning sex,
its muted violence, and its depiction of the hardworking, religion-centered life of, for example, Claude's
mother. However, Cather clearly references the problems in Claude's marriage and the sexual dalliances of
the American soldiers abroad (Claude's own preference
for the close company of men is portrayed as no more
than platonic, but many studies of Cather have, in fact,
examined allusions to same-sex relationships in several
of her books, including this one).

This interpretation has been modified in more recent
years, and a modern reading of One of Ours reveals, in
fact, a distinctly anti-war sentiment on Cather's part.
Perhaps some of the earlier reviewers, experiencing the
book in the immediate aftermath of the devastating war,
failed to recognize the difference between Claude's
naïveté/seeming salvation and Cather's ironic take on
the price that her non-conformist hero pays.

The carnage of battle and the devastating effects of war
on solider and civilian alike are very much present in
One of Ours, if somewhat filtered through the eyes of
Claude. Death is everywhere in the second half of the

The first half of One of Ours evokes the Mid-West of
several of Cather's novels: an evocative depiction of rural farm life; love of the land; appreciation of the glories
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novel. And there is no question that Cather is satirizing
the toxic effect of a rigid Christianity that stifles
Claude's intellectual and aesthetic yearnings earlier on
at Lovely Creek.

Celebrate National Poetry Month – Five
Connecticut Poets in One Afternoon
April 27, 2013 at 4:30pm
Downtown Fairfield University Bookstore
1499 Post Road, Fairfield, CT
This event is free and open to the public.

The book abounds in passages that are illustrative of
Willa Cather's best writing—clear and lyrical and compelling, in both the Nebraska chapters and those set in
France. Her theme of thwarted aspirations in the search
for meaning is strongly evoked in Claude Wheeler's
story. Cather writes at the book's end: “He [Claude]
died believing his own country better than it is, and
France better than any country can ever be. And those
were beautiful beliefs to die with. Perhaps it was as well
to see that vision, and then see no more.” The tragedy
and irony are there, powerfully.

Donna Marie Merritt is the author of the “Poetry for
Tough Times” series: What’s Wrong with Ordinary?
Poems to Celebrate Life (2012); Cancer, A Caregiver’s
View (2011); and Job Loss, A Journey in Poetry (2010)
and she’s been included in Caduceus, volumes 9 and
10, by the Yale Medical Group (2012, 2013). Her
fourth book of poetry, Her House and Other Poems,
is due out in June 2013.

If for no other reason than its eloquent prose, One of
Ours was fully deserving of its Pulitzer. But the book
deserves a higher regard among the writings of this great
American novelist for other reasons as well. Its story of
an idealistic, alienated youth and his search for something to live for is timeless. One of Ours has as much to
say to contemporary Americans as it did to its original
audience nearly a century ago.

Elizabeth Thomas is a published poet, performer and
educator. The author of two books of poetry, she reads
her work throughout the US and in 2009, presented
“Poetry as Theater” at the United Arab Emirates University in Dubai. Her time is devoted to designing and
teaching writing programs to promote literacy and the
power of written and spoken word. An outstanding advocate of youth in the arts.

Wintonbury Poetry Series
& Open Mic
April 18, 2013 at 7:00 pm

Joan Kantor is a NYC native, she has presented on
poetry in the Hartford public schools, and her book
Shadow Sounds was one of the 2010 finalists in the
Foreword Book of the Year context. She’s won first
prize for poetry in the Farmington River Literary Association’s Spring 2011 writing contest, has been poetry
consultant for The Hill-Stead Museum’s Sunken
Garden Poetry Festival.

In observance of National Poetry Month,
we pay special tribute to Maria Sassi,
first Poet Laureate of West Hartford,
recent winner of a Connecticut artist fellowship, and author of Rooted in Stars.
Chivas Sandage will also read from her
book, Hidden Drive, recently issued by
Antrim House. She conducts workshops
in the area and her poems have been
published in many journals.

Faith Vicinanza is a poet, photographer, grandmother
of twelve, author of Faith Vicinanza’s Greatest Hits
and Husband and co-author of My Not Quite Blank
Book. She is currently working on her fifth and sixth
books, Experimental Faith (poetry) and The Holiday
Letter (a memoir). She was the founder and Executive
Director of The CT Poetry Festival (1997, 2001, and
2003).

All are welcome! Refreshments and
open mic will follow featured poets.

Michael Juliano, a native of Litchfield County, is a
poet and a newspaper journalist. His interest in writing
began at age 7, and he began writing poetry at age 13.
That same year, the New Milford Times wrote a feature
story on his poetry writing. His poem “Morning” was
published in 1990 in The Hobo Jungle, a publication
from Woodbury, and a few of his other poems were
published in 1994 in The Branch, a poetry journal re-
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